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Abstract

In this paper we will describe S.O.S team’s general strategy and features which
are implemented to increase agents performance. Our new approach to control fire
spreading is introduced and ambulance team decision making process is described
in detail.

1 Introduction

In the past few years S.O.S team developed efficient strategies on full and low communica-
tion. Since we are not allowed to use communication, for 2017 Robocup competition, the
main focus of S.O.S will be on no-communication map. We developed no-communication
strategies of previous years and tried to convert our previous methods and tools to new
modular format (ADF). In addition to implementing recent algorithms on new server we
designed strategies for Ambulance and Fire Brigade agents, which is described in agents
section.
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2 Modules

2.1 Clustering

In previous years, centroid-based clustering algorithms was used, such as k-means

or star clustering. this year, we improved our clustering algorithm by Enhanced

K-means approach[1]. This approach decreases time complexity and increases the

accuracy of dividing map to regions. One advantage of this approach is to find

the centroid of each cluster systematically. It results in calculating the position of

centroids in less time and more accurate. This algorithm divides the map related

to the number of agents.

2.2 Target Allocators

2.2.1 Ambulance Team

The main goal of the ambulance team is to rescue maximum possible num-
ber of humans until the end of simulation. In this year since communication
between agents or central buildings was not allowed, agents do not have the
ability of getting synchronized by messaging or central buildings. There-
fore we focused on task allocating in no-communicating environments. We
applied a self organized task allocation strategy in which no communica-
tion is exploited among agents and needs no central control to govern the
agents behavior[4]. The allocation of agents to victims is performed based
on particular specifications like burriedness of civilian, estimated dead time
and the length of the shortest path between agent and civilian. Dead time
estimation is performed by our teams recent method which presented in
2015 competitions. Main step in this strategy is finding the optimum num-
ber of agents that are needed to remove the burriedness of victim before a
specific time that will be described in detail. After that, each agent decides
which civilian should be ignored and which one should be rescued. In the
last step each agent allocates itself to the appropriate victim. Assignment
is performed as described below.

finding the optimum number of agents
In order for the allocation strategy to exploit the current number of robots
available for allocation, the time between the start of simulation and the
latest deadline, is divided into periods: π1, ..., πm where: πi = Di −
Di−1∀i ∈ {2, ...,m} The first period has the length of the earliest deadline
(π1 = D1). The allocation is done at the beginning of each period, so
agents can make new decisions based on new informations about victims.
The process of finding optimum needed number of agents starts with find-
ing the probability of event Ei(Ki). Ki is used to denote the number of
burriedness units which could be cleared by a single agent from civilian Ci

within a specific deadline Di. The value of Ki is taken from zero to total
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buriedness of civilian.

Di = DeadT ime− TimeToRefuge (1)

And Ei(Ki) is defined as an event that one agent(Aj) can clear Ki units
of civilian Ci’s burriedness before Di.The probability of event Ei(Ki) is
calculated by the following formula:

Pij(Ei(Ki)) =
1

2
[1 + erf(

(Di −Ki)− Lijµ√
2Lijσ2

)] (2)

Which Lij is the length of the path between agent and civilian , µ and σ
are the mean and standard deviation of 1

v which v is the distance traversed
by agent in each cycle and Di −Ki is the deadline for the agent to reach
victim, since one unit of burriedness can be cleared per cycle. And the
”erf” represents the ”Error Function”.
This probability is used to find the number of needed agents if we assume
the path length of all available agents same as agent Aj .

Nij = dBurriednessi
PijKi

e (3)

The total number of needed agents is the mean of calculated numbers
by (3) for all available agents. For different values of Ki we choose
the minimum value of Ni(Ki) as the optimum one. This reduces in-
teraction between agents and increases the chance of surviving more
victims.
The total strategy of our ambulance team agent would be to :

1. Considering the victims and ignoring those ones which are impossible
to be rescued.

2. Calculating the optimum number of agents for each victim.

3. If sum of the number of needed agents is more than available agents,
ignore the civilian that needs the largest number of agents to be res-
cued, according to victims dead time. then repeat this step.

4. Agents due to the distance between civilian and other agents, Allocate
themselves to their proper target.

5. After burriedness is removed one agent transports civilian to refuge
and process repeats for other agents.

This approach will result in the rescue of each civilian by an individual
agent in the initial cycles of simulation. and in the final cycles in which
it is not possible to act as initial cycles, agents will co-operate with each
other to save victims that were ignored before.
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2.2.2 Fire Brigade Team

Our main strategy for the fire brigades, is similar to previous years, no
communication. However this year we worked on some conditions in which
the fire brigades dont have the ability to put the fire off completely and
the only solution is to prevent the fire from spreading into the center of
the map.

In some states, such as when the number of agents are not enough to
extinguish the entire fire, it is easier to lead the fire to the corners of the
map in order to prevent fire extension, it also causes less cost and damage
compared with leading the fire to the other points of the map or acting
similar to recent strategies.

The first step is trying to find the outer points of the map in the
precomputing phase, the procedure was inspired from the Convex Hull
algorithm [2]. For every three consecutive points from obtained polygon
an area will be created (figure 1). We observe the starting position of the
fire, and the direction of its spreading to the other regions. Based on these
datas, we detect the corners that potentially can be used(around the fire
zone). Appropriate corners have the following features.

1. Short distance between the center of intended fire

2. Having an area which is big enough to trap the fire.

3. The number of civilians is minimal.

4. gas stations, fire stations or refuges are not placed on the way of fires
spreading direction.

5. the angle must be acute.

Fire brigades choose the appropriate corner based on the above fea-
tures, then they try to lead the fire towards the chosen corner by standing
at certain points which is described in next section. Afterwards, extin-
guishing the fire in a particular area is more controllable. This approach
is used only if there are more than one corner near the fire.

Fire Brigades position
In previous years our team had problem finding suitable position of fire
brigades, so the fire could not be extinguished efficiently.Clearly It is essen-
tial to prevent the fire from spreading into unexpected points, by minimum
number of agents. To achieve this good we came up with an idea which
was presented by the MRL team TDP 2016 before[3]. They used Maximal
Covering to position their agents that reaching the next target with min-
imum movements would become possible. In this algorithm as inputs we
have the position of the buildings around thefire zone, maximal covering
selects the points at wich the maximum number of buildings are reachable
by the fire brigades.
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As you can see in the figure 1, the corner named as γ (the angle between
AC and BC) that creates an area in a triangle with sides a, b and c.

Figure 1: The procedure of detecting polygons and corners
in pre-compute phase
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Figure 2: The procedure of fire extinguishing
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2.2.3 Police Force

Earthquake cause destruction on roads. The main duty of police forces is to
clear roads from blockades. So that the other agents will be able to move
through the map faster via the shortest path. The priority in clearing
operation is that fire brigades gain access to fire zones and ambulance
team gain access to civilians. After pre computation, The highest priority
is removing blockades in the roads that connect two clusters.

Make Fire Brigade reachable to Fire zone and Fire probable state Pri-
ority of Police Force’s agents is to make a connection between fire bridge
agents and fire zone. But if they want to clear all roads between fire
brigades and fire zones they lose time and energy. So if a police force
agent senses the fire, it tries to estimate the fire size. Based on the fire
size if it is possible to control spreading fire, they would clear the road to
that fire zone .Other strategy is that Police Force agents try to estimate
the probable place of fire if they can sense the temperature of buildings.
They select buildings with high temperature and if an agent is near to
those buildings, it clears the road between them.

3 Preliminary Results

This year our agents performance, in no communication, is improved by new decision
making process for ambulance agents. Fire brigades ability to prevent fire from spreading
is increased. Our clustering method is faster and more accurate than last year. According
to following table (figure 3), now we have achieved better results in comparison with MRL
and Posiedon results from last year.

Result Table

City MRL 2016 Poseidon 2016 SOS (new strategies)

Kobe2 42.66 24.72 44.59
Paris1 127.36 98.99 131.19
Istanbul1 147.13 126.50 139.21
Berlin1 54.23 65.51 58.67

Figure 3: Comparison results between MRL 2016, Poseidon 2016 and new SOS strategies.
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